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Rent Sharingin an Equilibrium

Model of MatchingandTurnover
KennethJ. McLaughlin,University of Rochester
and
Hunter College, City University of New York

This article characterizeslabor markets in which the heterogeneity of
workers and firms results in thin markets and rents. Neoclassical marginal analysis and matching are blended into a computable general
equilibrium model of trade in efficiency units of labor. Although
workers' bargaining problems are interrelated,a simple wage contract
generates wage flexibility and efficient matching in the model's equilibrium. Equilibrium wages are predicted to vary with the diversity
of firms, the scarcity of skills, and the costliness of search. The model
is applied to superstar markets, union bargaining in sports, interindustry wage differentials, and the relationship between pay and profit.
Are you paid what you are worth? If the labor market is as thin as it reveals
itself to the casual observer, then the answer is almost certainly no. You,
like Michael Jordan and your child's baby-sitter, are both over- and underpaid. You are paid more than you require to do your job, but less than
you are worth to your employer. Your wage is not determined uniquely
by the forces of supply and demand. Despite the opportunity for you and
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your employer to bargain over the division of these rents, the neoclassical
model of the labor market-with a downward-sloping labor demand
schedule and an upward-sloping labor supply schedule-characterizes the
labor market you share with Michael Jordan and everyone else. These are
the messages that emerge from the analysis that follows.
How is your wage determined?Theoretical and applied economists have
developed a variety of models of wage and employment determination
that reflect thinness in the labor market. Some models forgo marginal
analysis and endogenous firm size; others introduce nonconvexities, trade
frictions, contractual restrictions, or asymmetric information; but each deviates from the neoclassical representation.
Begin by applying Koopmans and Beckmann's (1957) classic model of
efficient matching to the labor market. As a monogamous marriagemarket,
n heterogeneous workers match with n heterogeneous firms. Heterogeneity
implies that there is not a unique division of each employment pair's match
value into wage and profit: rents are associated with each optimal match.
Determining unique wage offers involves a complex bargaining problem
(Rochford 1984). To solve a typical bargaining problem, one needs to
know threat points. In the employment context, each bargaining pair must
know the wages the worker would receive with other firms and the profits
the firm would receive from employing other workers. But wages and
profits in alternative matches are also the result of bargaining. Since the
threat points in one bargaining pair depend on the solutions to bargaining
in other pairs, the bargaining problems are interrelated. Rochford (1984)
and Bennett (1988) provide solutions to the problem of interrelated bargaining in monogamous marriages, but in general the solutions do not
produce unique wages and profits.
A second approach to pinning down precise payoffs has evolved from
Gale and Shapley's (1962) analysis of the matching of students to colleges.
This literatureemphasizes mechanisms or algorithms to solve the matching
game (Crawford and Knoer 1981; Kelso and Crawford 1982; Roth 1984a,
1984b; Roth and Sotomayor 1988). Although these rules for making, rejecting, and accepting wage offers are somewhat artificial, the proposed
algorithms lead to efficient matching with the division of the rents determined by the bidding rules. There is a precise sense in which the side that
"proposes" captures all the rents. Given the bidding rules, the bargaining
problem vanishes.
In more applied models of the labor market, economists have recognized
that search costs as trading frictions would generate rents to firm-worker
pairs even if all firms and all workers were identical. Nash-bargained wages
are typically employed in such search models (e.g., Diamond 1982; Pissarides 1990) and some insider-outsider models (e.g., Solow 1985). Other
insider-outsider models (e.g., Lindbeck and Snower 1988) allocate wagesetting power to individual workers. Although bargaining problems are
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substantiallyless complexin thesemodels,searchexternalitiesandinsider
unemployment.
powerproduceinefficientmatchingandperhapsinvoluntary
Contractingmodels with match capitalor investmentin firm-specific
humancapitalalso confrontthe bargainingproblem.Fromlearning(e.g.,
Jovanovic 1979) or investment in firm-specific human capital (e.g., Becker
1962), ex ante identical individuals become heterogeneous workers ex post.
Thus, ex ante competition in contracts can limit opportunistic wage bargaining ex post. For instance, a common solution is to set the wage or
wage profile in advance (e.g., Becker 1962; Hashimoto and Yu 1980; Hall
and Lazear 1984; Malcomson 1984). One alternative allows the firm to set
the ex post wage, with the proceeds of the opportunism transferredto the
worker ex ante; the proceeds are transferredback to the firm if the worker
sets the ex post wage (e.g., Hall and Lazear 1984). Consequently, in this
literature, the bargaining problem is contracted away ex ante.
With unions, collective bargaining allows identical workers to capture
some producer surplus that results from the average product of labor exceeding its marginalproduct. A common approach is to include a parameter
that summarizes union bargainingpower (e.g., McDonald and Solow 1981;
Abowd 1991). Alternatively, the literature on union strike activity sets
bargaining in a noncooperative environment with private information.
Wage offers evolve over the course of the strike to reveal the private information (e.g., Tracy 1987). Consequently, the accepted wage offer is the
solution to a noncooperative bargaining game.
These diverse and valuable literatures illustrate a variety of ways to confront the problem of determining wages in thin markets with rents. Although these literaturesprovide insightful perspectives on wage bargaining
and the effects of thin markets, research on wage bargaining and rent
sharing is incomplete. In particular, the literature is missing a model that
looks strikingly neoclassical despite the presence of rents. Imagine a model
with endogenous firm size and well-defined marginal products determined
by the usual marginal analysis. For a particularworker, let these marginal
products vary across firms. And incorporate a genuine bargainingproblem,
one neither resolved by an imposed bidding structurenor contracted away
ex ante. Such a model would include rich interactions. A worker's productivity in one firm would depend on the other workers the firm employs.
And wage bargains would be interrelated:a worker's wage offer from one
firm would depend on his or her outside wage offers. Thus, bargaining
would add an extra level of complexity to the already complex problem
of sorting resources by comparative advantage. Would such a model be
tractable to analyze? Can the market solve such a problem efficiently?
I present an equilibrium model of matching and turnover that blends
these neoclassicaland bargainingfeatures.In Section I, I develop a matching
model that employs neoclassical marginal analysis to generate well-defined
productivity values for each worker. Firms and workers adopt a wage
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contractthat dividesthe differencebetweenproductivitywithin the firm
andthe bestoutsidewage offer.This impliesuniquewage andprofitoffers
for each potentialmatch.Although a workeris almost alwayspaid less
than his productivityvalue, wages are flexible, and both matchingand
turnover are efficient and invariant to bargaining strength. In the market
equilibrium, a worker matches with the firm in which his productivity
value is highest.
Applications of the model are explored in Section II. The rent-sharing
model is most applicable where firms are relatively diverse, skills relatively
scarce, and search relatively costly. And rent sharing is likely to be quantitatively more important in markets for superstars.From this background,
I study three applications in more detail: union bargaining, interindustry
wage differentials, and the relationship between pay and profit. The application to union bargaining captures a peculiar feature of collective bargaining in sports: players unions do not bargain over wages.

I. Model
Roy's (1951) celebrated model of selection across markets (e.g., geographic, occupational, or industrial) illustrates how competition among
firms within a market for heterogeneous workers retains the principal
neoclassical features of supply and demand. In Roy's model, the heterogeneous talents of workers lead to a rising supply price of labor to each
market, and competition among identical firms within each market forces
wages to equal marginal products worker by worker. However, if firms
within each market are discretely heterogeneous, competition fails to generate unique wages. From this perspective, the following model extends
Roy's model to a "thinner" environment.
Environment
Firm j is characterized by a neoclassical production function Fj that
maps efficiency units of labor Lj and physical capital Kj into output qj:
qj=Fj(Lj, Kj).

(1)

Following the matching tradition, I take each firm's production technology
as given and hold the number of firms fixed at J. To allow for unemployment, some "firms" might be in the home sector.
With heterogeneous workers, the firm's labor input Lj emerges from
valuing individual workers' skills and aggregating these valuations across
all employees. Each worker i is a collection of n skills summarized by the
vector si = (sil . . ., Sin). Since some skills are more valuable in one firm
than in another, the valuations of skills must be firm-specific. Let Xj(si)
denote a firm-specific function that maps worker i's vector of skills into
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efficiency units of labor, a scalar value xi1.1The xij are summed over all
employees to produce firm j's labor input Lj:
l

LI

E

l

, si)*Ein

..
XI(s11,

i=1

E

xij*Eij,

(2)

1=1

where each indicator variable Ejjequals unity if worker i is employed by
firm j, and equals zero otherwise.
If each firm faced a market price of labor, the standardmarginal analysis
would derive demands for firm-specific efficiency units of labor. Rather
than imposing price-taking behavior, I use the marginal productivity
schedule to define wj, the shadow price of labor in firm j:
j

9F'

(3)

which is a function of labor, capital, and the price of /'s product.
The marginal value of worker i to firm j is the product of the shadow
price of labor in firm j and the amount of labor worker i delivers to

firmj:
9F.
mijP pi d-L*Xi
'

~~~~~~~~~(4

x*X,
(O_
where Mijdenotes worker i's productivity value in firmj. In general,worker
i's productivity values vary across firms.
Before developing the operation of a decentralized labor market, it is
useful to establish the properties of an efficient allocation of workers to
firms in this environment.
Efficient Matching
In the optimal match, is worker i assigned to the firm in which his
productivity value is greatest?Yes. By definition, the optimal match maximizes the value of output in the market. Consequently, if the "maximal
productivity"match were suboptimal, then it would be possible to reassign
workers and thereby increase the value of output in the market. Since every
possible reassignment involves a transfer of labor between firms, it is suf'This feature of the model has as antecedents the work of Mandelbrot (1962)
and Heckman and Sedlacek (1985). In this literature, bundles of worker skills are
transformedinto "tasks," which is the productive input.
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ficient to show that any transferof labor from the "maximal productivity"
allocation reduces the value of output in the market. Transferring worker
i (i.e., a small amount of labor) from his highest productivity firm to some
other firm reduces the value of output in the market: the value of the
sending firm's output falls more than the value of the receiving firm's
output rises.2 Therefore, the optimal match assigns each worker to the
firm in which his productivity value is highest.
The importance of this result draws in part from the absence of such a
property in prototypical matching models. Consider the model of Koopmans and Beckmann (1957). A key feature of the model is that assignments
are one-to-one as in a monogamous marriagemarket (Becker 1973). Match
values characterize the output or quality of each "marriage." Although
each worker has a highest match-value firm, efficient matching generally
does not assign the worker to that firm (Koopmans and Beckmann 1957,
p. 55; Becker 1973, pp. 824-25).
One way to structurethe Koopmans-Beckmannmodel is to let the match
values, denoted vi>,be generated by a continuous function of indices of
worker and firm quality: vij = f(1i, kj), where / is an increasing concave
function andfik> 0 (Becker 1973;Sattinger 1980, pp. 98-101). This structure
adds two features to the Koopmans-Beckmann model. First, worker productivity is well defined and given byfi. Second, this is an ordered model.
Matched with a firm of any quality level k, high I workers are more productive than low I workers. The optimal assignment matches the best
worker with the best firm, down to the worst worker with the worst firm.
In the ordered model, only the best worker matches with the firm in which
his productivity value /i is greatest.
2
Thiscanbe establishedformallyusingtwo first-orderTaylorseriesexpansions.
Let asterisksdenotevaluesin the maximalproductivityassignmentof workersto
firms,and let firm 1 be i's maximalproductivitymatch and firm 2 some other
andA[P2F2(L*)]denotethe changesin the
firm.Hence Mi*> M*. Let A[P1F,(L*)]
value of outputs at firms 1 and 2, respectively,that result from the transferof
workeri from firm 1 to firm2:

A[PIFI(L*)] + A[P2F2(L*)]

[PF,(L*

-

-

xi,)

PF,(L*)]

+ [P2F2(L*
+ xi2) -P2F2(L*)]

aF2

OF,

(L2*+
=P1.* F (L* - xi, L*) + P2 *a
L2
aLI Ia
=-(M*

- Mi*)

Xi2-

L*)

< ?,

where the derivatives are evaluated at L* and L*. The second step employs Taylor
seriesexpansionsaroundL* andL*, and the finalstep follows fromthe definition

of productivityvalue.Consequently,the totalvalueof outputfallsfrom any such
reassignmentfrom the maximalproductivitymatch.
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By relaxing "monogamy" to allow for endogenous firm size, the matching model exhibits an intuitive property: in the optimal assignment, each
worker matches with the firm in which his productivity value is highest.
The next step is to determine whether a decentralizedlabor market supports
the optimal assignment. It is here that rent sharing plays an important role.
Rent Sharing and Wage Offers
Having characterized workers' productivity values and the efficient allocation of workers to firms, I turn the analysis to the market's pricing of
labor. Must a worker be paid his productivity value in his optimal match?
The answer is no. The shadow value of labor oj determines the worker's
productivity value, not his wage payment. The marginal worker in firm j
must be paid his productivity value, but firm j can wage discriminateagainst
the inframarginalworkers. Of course, each inframarginalworker has bargaining power, so one of a variety of mechanisms might determine wages.
My approach is to analyze bargaining over wage contracts: the solution
to a simple bargaining game determines the contract parameters.The analysis also allows for threats of monopsony wage setting by firms or monopoly wage setting by unionized workers to influence the contractual
solution.
The wage contract is a simple rent-sharing agreement. Worker i and
firm j sign a contract that pays the worker, if employed, a wage equal to
his opportunity wage plus a share of the rents to the match. More generally,
the wage contract generates wage offers to all workers. If worker i's opportunity wage exceeds his productivity value in firmj, firm j offers a wage
equal to Mij.
The wage contract governs how, in an auction, thej firms simultaneously
bid for the I workers. In each round of bidding, a worker receives J bids.
To each firm, he privately announces his best alternative wage offer. Firms
follow the wage contract in revising their wage offers. The auction closes
when no firm revises its wage offer to any worker-that is, when wage
offers are mutually consistent. At the close of the auction, each worker
accepts his highest-paying job offer.
Properties of the market equilibrium become clear by examining the
market in three stages. First, given the shadow prices of labor, I solve for
the set of mutually consistent wage offers. Second, these wage offers generate the supply of labor to each firm as a function of the shadow prices
of labor. Armed with the marginal productivity schedule and the labor
supply schedule facing each firm, I use standard results from general equilibrium theory to solve for a unique set of equilibrium shadow prices of
labor. This produces a complete description of employment, productivity,
and wages in a labor market with wage contracts. Third, given the equilibrium contractual payoffs to firms and workers, I investigate whether
such wage contracts would be signed. Are there values of the rent-sharing
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parameterfor which the payoffsunderwage contractsdominatepayoffs
under monopsonistic wage setting of firms or monopoly wage setting of
union workers? These three stages are developed in turn.
Since a firm's wage offer to a worker depends on his opportunity wage,
which also depends on outside wage offers, wage offers are interrelated.
Let wij denote worker i's wage offer from firm j, and let wi- maxk,1 Wik
define worker i's opportunity wage, his best alternative wage offer. Formally, the wage contract is a piecewise linear function of worker i's productivity value in firm j and i's opportunity wage:
fWi +

w = lM

. [Mij-

Wj] if M4j? wt
iM1<
,

(5)

where 0 < ?ij< 1 is the rent-sharingparameter.The rent-sharingparameter
reflects the determinants of bargaining strength other than threat points
in a cooperative bargaining game. Aside from a refinement introduced
below, one may think of fij as the generalized Nash solution to the bargaining game that is played if the firm employs the worker.
With all firm-worker pairs writing these wage contracts, the wage offers
are interrelated. For given shadow prices of labor, is there a unique, mutually consistent set of wage offers wi = (wil, . . . , wij) to each worker i?
For each worker i, (5) is a system of J equations in J unknowns. In the
Appendix, I use the contraction-mappingtheorem to establish that a unique
solution exists. The solution, wi, is the vector of offers received by worker
i. For convenience, index firms such that wil < ... < wig. Since wij < wi1,
rejected wage offers equal productivity values. For j = 1, . . J- 1,
wi = Mij.

(6a)

Therefore, the accepted wage is a convex combination of the worker's
productivity values in his best two matches:
Wig= 3gMij + (1 - PO Wij- I
-

3uMij+ (1-

Pu)Mi

(6b)

= MU,-1 + fg(Mij -mij-1)

Although a firm does not have direct knowledge of a worker's productivities
on all other jobs, market wage offers reveal the only relevant information,
the worker's productivity value on his next-best job.
Labor Market Equilibrium
There exists a set of mutually consistent wage offers for any vector of
shadow prices of labor Xo = (wj, . . . , wj). But mutual consistency is only
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one property of equilibrium wage offers. Equilibrium wage offers must
also clear the labor market. Thus, the second stage is to solve for the
equilibrium vector of shadow prices w* = (o*, ...,
j*), which in turn
generate equilibrium productivity values, wage offers, and matching. A
key result is that labor is not perfectly elastically supplied to any firm.
With downward-sloping demand and upward-sloping supply functions at
the firm level, each firm appears as its own labor market.
The supply of labor to firm j is given as the solution to the I workers'
matching choice problem. The labor supply function Ljs(*) is the sum of
individual supplies:

Xj(si) D 1j.(wl),

Ljs((w)-

(7)

i=1

where each indicator variable Dj(0) equals one if the wage offers satisfy
wij > w'.,, and equals zero otherwise. (The previously imposed indexing
convention is relaxed.) Equations (6a) and (6b) imply that the supply indicators Di1do not depend on the rent-sharing parameters.Consequently,
the supply of labor to firm j does not depend on bargaining strength in
any match.
Firm j's labor supply is an increasing function of its shadow price of
labor and a decreasing function of the shadow prices in all other firms. In
particular, firm j's labor supply is an increasing step function of 0)j. With
shadow prices in other firms taken as given, firm j's wage offers to all I
workers increase with (o. This results in a marginal worker switching from
some other firm to firmj. A sufficiently higher wj draws in another worker.
Thus, varying oj "sweeps out" the distribution of workers. For large I, it
is innocuous to abstract from the discontinuity of supply and to treat each
firm's labor supply as a continuous function of shadow prices. Thus, indivisibilities are ignored.
In the absence of discontinuities, establishing the existence of a general
equilibrium in the labor market is entirely conventional. Since the units
of labor are gross substitutes across firms, a unique, globally stable, general
equilibrium is guaranteed to exist. This equilibrium equates marginal productivity schedules, equation (3), to labor supply schedules, equation (7),
simultaneously across all firms to yield solution vectors W* = (X1*,. ..
UL*).Since each firm is its own market, the equi0)*) and L* = (L*, ...,
librium shadow prices of labor generally vary across firms.3 And unlike
3 For particular
specificationsof the model,thereis a commonshadowpriceof
labor.If skills are mappedinto units of laborby firm-specificlinearfunctionsof
a singleskill, then rentsvanish,and the shadowpricesconverge.Firmsthatvalue
the skill most employ more labor,which lowers the marginalproductof labor.
Forthis specification,the two effectsoffsetexactly.
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in hedonicpricingmodels(e.g.,Tinbergen1956;Rosen 1974),the underlying skills are not pricedout in equilibrium.
The equilibriumshadowpricesW*areemployeddirectlyin determining
equilibriumproductivityvaluesMi,,equilibriumwageoffersw:, andequilibriumvaluesof the indicatorvariables,E:,andDi, for eachfirm-worker
pair.4Equilibriumproductivityvaluesare Mi,- j, xi>.Again adopt the
indexingconventionthat wi1< ... < wij,then workeri's vectorof equilibriumwage offersw* satisfies

w ,M:,,

j

1,...5J-

1,

(8a)

and
W

=

N3i1M+ (10-3i)Mipj.

(8b)

Equilibrium
wageoffersareflexible.-The w!, varywith productivityvalues. The acceptedwage offer is increasingin the rent-sharingparameter
Ailand the worker'sproductivityvalue within the consummatedmatch
M*. The acceptedwagewljis alsoincreasingin the worker'sbestalternative
productivityMZ*1_.
Workeri's bargainingpower in any other firm does
not affect his accepted wage W*

5

Equilibrium
wageoffersinduceefficientmatching.-Themarket'sallocation
of laboris efficienteven thougheachworkeris paidless than his productivity value;for 1j J. M - wiq ? wij ? M .6 Since the fij govern the
sharingof rents,the rent-sharingparametersdo not influencethe market's

4 With the assistance of Andre Litster, I have developed an interactive GAUSS
program that computes the complete equilibrium. The program begins by drawing
workers from distributions of skills, and firms from distributions of production
technologies. Discontinuities, from which I abstractin the text, are treatedexplicitly
in solving for the equilibrium shadow prices. For matching problems with 15 skills,
100 workers, and 10 firms, the algorithm iterates to the equilibrium within 15-20
seconds on a 33-MHz 386 microcomputer.
5 One could compute general equilibrium comparative statics effects, but the
results would be quite standard. For instance, a new worker added to the labor
market would be matched with the firm in which he is most productive. The
increased supply of labor to this firm drives down its shadow price of labor, which
leads marginal workers to find jobs in other firms more attractive. The increased
supply to other firms changes shadow prices there, and these feed back to the
original firm. Partial equilibrium comparative statics would miss the equilibrium
feedback.
6 Equilibrium values of the indicator variables are E* = 1 for demand because
wi< Miy, and Di = 1 for supply because wi < wi for all j = J; and E, = Di
= Ofor all j=
#J.
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allocation of labor. In particular, the wage contract produces an ordering
of wage offers that is coincident with the ordering of productivity values.7
Identifying the source of rents is important for understanding the equilibrium. Although heterogeneity of both firms and workers is required,
the discrete heterogeneity of firms is crucial. For instance, there can be
rents associated with employing each of a dozen identical workers. If no
other firm values their skills so highly, one firm employs all 12, each at a
wage less than the common productivity value. (In typical monogamous
matching models, competition among the 12 would drive the wage down
to the opportunity wage, and the firm would capture all the rents.) However, with even two identical firms, rents to any worker employed by
either firm would vanish: the worker's productivity value is the same in
both firms, so the worker's wage must equal his productivity value.8Thus,
rents must be supported by differences across firms, such as differences in
product markets, production technologies, capital stocks and vintages of
capital, locations, or how skills are valued.
To Contract, or Not to Contract
The analysis to this point establishes the properties of a labor market
with wage contracts. The third stage of the analysis explores whether firms
and workers would agree to the wage contracts. Participation depends on
anticipatedbargainingstrength and alternativemechanisms for determining
wages. In deciding whether to agree to the wage contract, each side anticipates its ex post bargaining strength to determine its payoff from the
wage contract. Weak bargainers-workers with low values and firms with
high values of the rent-sharing parameter-might prefer the payoffs from
unilateral wage setting. Moreover, ex ante threats not to contract over
wages might influence equilibrium contractual wages.
Each firm has the option to behave as a monopsonist in marginalizing
its rising supply curve of labor. If the P3ijequal one, firm j captures none
of the rents; each worker is paid his productivity value. By rejecting the
wage contracts, such a firm could capture some of the rents by reducing
7The property of efficiency allocations in models with thin markets is not novel.
In the most familiar setting, exchange between two players in an Edgeworth box
generally admits a large number of individually rational,Pareto-optimalallocations,
which leaves room for bargaining. In a two-sided exchange economy with indivisibilities, Kaneko (1982) establishes that each one of a generally large number of
core allocations can be supported by a set of competitive prices. Thus, it is well
understood that thinness, indivisibility, and bargaining do not imply inefficiency.
Nevertheless, efficiency of the rent-sharing equilibrium is fairly novel: abstracting
from indivisibilities,a unique set of bargainedwages generatesan efficient allocation
of labor despite the thinness of the labor market.
twins for every firm and
8 As a result, replicating the economy-introducing
worker-drives all rents to zero.
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employment,drivingup marginalproducts,andpayinga singlelow wage
to all its workers.For fij close to zero, the wage contractapproaches
perfectwagediscrimination
by an employer,whichdominatesmonopsony
wage setting.Thus, there exists a criticalvalue such that for f3jless than
this value the firmprefersthe wage contractto monopsonywage setting.
This auxiliarythreatnarrowsthe rangeof admissiblevaluesfor the rentsharingparameter.
In contrast,there are strong incentivesfor workersto unionize to set
wages unilaterally.Even if workerscaptureall the rentsto theirmatches,
this would raisetheirwages to only theirproductivityvalues.Monopoly
wage setting,however,enablesworkersto capturesome producersurplus
associatedwith labor'saverageproductexceedingits marginalproduct.
For now, assumecompetitionfrom displacedworkerswould undercut
monopolywagesetting,supportingthe wagecontractsandthe rent-sharing
equilibrium.Analysisof the effectof union bargainingon the rent-sharing
equilibriumis deferredto SectionII below.
Relaxingthe InformationalAssumption
The modelallows firmsandworkersto contractin termsof wage offers
andproductivityvalues.This would be possibleif knowledgeof thesetwo
variableswerecommonto the employmentpair.It would also be possible
if privateinformationwere verifiable.With verifiableinformation,one
side's disclosurescan be freely verifiedby the other side. In games of
persuasionMilgrom and Roberts(1986) establishthat full disclosureis
incentivecompatibleif informationis verifiable:one rationallyassumes
the worst aboutinformationthatremainssuppressed.(Also see Grossman
1981;Milgrom 1981.) In this context, verifiabilityprecludesbluffingor
fraudin revealingprivateinformationaboutwage offersand productivity
values.9

Alternatively, firms and workers might be symmetrically uniformed
about wage offers and productivity values. With symmetrically incomplete
information, the firm and worker agree about the expected value of productivity in this match and about the expected value of the worker's best
outside wage offer. With these expected values replacing actual values in
9 As Milgrom and Roberts (1986, p. 19) point out, penalties for false reports can
substitute for the verifiability assumption without damaging the principal implication of full disclosure. If information were not directly verifiable, sufficiently
sure and heavy penalties for false or distorted reporting would make full disclosure
incentive compatible. Indeed, Riordan and Sappington (1988) demonstrate that
noisy ex post information that is public can be used to overcome the problems of
ex ante privateinformation. In the context of employment matches, adding a random
bonus/penalty term-contingent on the ex post information-might be sufficient
to support full disclosure of wage offers and productivity values.
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the wage contract,the model'sequilibriumwould matcheach workerto
his highestexpectedproductivitymatch.
Searchis anotheralternativethatweakensthe informationalassumption.
Workerstypicallydo not receivewage offersfrom everyfirm,so suppose
eachworkersampleswage offersfrom only a subsetof firms.Wageoffers
fromotherfirmsareset to zero.Withthismodification,the modelgenerates
a uniquerent-sharingequilibriumgiven the samplingrule, and this equilibriumretainsall its propertiesincludingefficiency.10
However,markets
would be thinner,which would increasethe quantitativeimportanceof
rentsand rent sharing.
Turnover
To preparefor the applicationsthat follow, it is useful to explore the
rent-sharingmodel'simplicationsfor laborturnover.Whatarethe effects
of rents,thinness,and bargainingpower on mobilityfrom firmto firm?I
considertwo sourcesof turnover:dynamicsalong the path to the rentsharingequilibrium,and shifts in the rent-sharingequilibriumresulting
from changesin exogenousvariables.
If the biddingprocesswereto takeplacein realtime,with employment
occurringin each round of bidding,workerswould move from firm to
firmas the labormarketconvergedto its uniquerent-sharingequilibrium.
Along this path, workerswould be temporarilymismatchedand would
reshuffletowardsuperiormatches.The generalequilibriumdynamicsare
familiar,and bargainingaddsnothing.
Turnoveralso resultsfrom shiftingthe rent-sharingequilibrium.If in a
sequenceof spot marketsthe exogenousvariablesandfunctions-product
prices, capital stocks, productionand skill-valuationfunctions,and the
supplyof skills-varied stochasticallyfrom periodto period,the equilibriummatchingof workersto firmswould change.Throughgeneralequilibriuminteractions,shiftingthe productprice,capitalstock,or production
functionin anyfirmwouldleadto turnoverof marginalworkers:declining
firmslose marginalworkersto other firms;growingfirmsgain marginal
workers.Shocks to any firm'sskill-valuationfunctionor to the skills of
any workerwould generatemore idiosyncraticturnover:some inframar'1 If searchwere costly and searchintensitywere endogenous,the efficiencyof

the rent-sharing equilibrium would be tempered. First, Mortensen (1978) demonstrates that "counteroffer matching" generates excessive search intensity as a
form of rent seeking. The wage contract includes a counteroffer-matching component, so the model includes this force toward excessive search. Second, Mortensen
(1986) also establishes that with rent sharing the worker confers an external benefit
to his employer in finding a superior match, which is a force toward insufficient
search. The two forces work in opposite directions, and which force dominates is
not pinned down. Nevertheless, search intensity is generally not efficient.
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ginal workerscould separatefrom growingfirmsto be hiredby declining
firms.
Changes in bargainingstrength,however, do not generateturnover.
Indeed,the separationrateis independentof the rent-sharingparameters.
The wage contractgeneratesefficientmatchingin each period,so worker
i's bestmatchin any periodis independentof the rent-sharingparameters.
Therefore,workeri's probabilityof changingemployers(i.e.,theseparation
rate)is independentof his or anyoneelse'sbargainingstrength.This does
not imply thatquits areless frequentfromjobs whereworkershavemore
bargainingpower. Indeed, applying McLaughlin's (1991) efficient turnover
model to the rent-sharing environment implies that quits are a decreasing
function, and layoffs an increasing function, of bargaining power even
though all turnover is efficient."'
II. Applications
The rent-sharing model abstractsfrom many rich features of labor markets. Despite its level of abstraction, the model can be fruitfully applied
to sharpen our understanding of a variety of labor market issues. The
starting point is to identify markets where thinness is most salient. Rents
should be quantitatively more important where firms are differentiated in
terms of their valuations of workers: firms might operate in different product markets, or have different clients, locations, or amounts and vintages
of equipment. One example is a single firm or an employment cartel (e.g.,
professional sports leagues and collegiate athletic associations) operating
in a specialty area, with competition limited to firms outside the specialty.
More generally, with many dissimilarfirms in a market, a particularworker
could be more highly valued by one of the firms. But with many similar
firms in an area, such as gasoline stations or fast-food restaurantsin a city,
quantitatively important rents should not exist.
The model is most applicable where workers have specialized skills or
training and search is costly. Literacy commands a price, but it does not
'In McLaughlin (1991), the quit (layoff) rate is the probability that the following
joint event obtains: the worker separates from his employer, and the wage offer
from the new employer exceeds (falls short of) the worker's preseparation wage.
The more successful a worker is in capturing rents from his period-t employer, the
higher is his wage in period t. Since separation rates are independent of bargaining
strength, greater bargaining strength on his period-t job lowers (raises) the probability the worker separatesto a higher (lower) paying job in period t + 1. Therefore,
the quit rate is a decreasing function, and the layoff rate is an increasing function,
of the worker's share of the rents on the job he separatesfrom. Similarly, the greater
the worker's bargainingstrength on his new job, the more (less) likely his separation
is labeled a quit (layoff). A formal derivation of these results, including the result
on the invariance of the separation rate to bargaining power, is available from the
author.
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generate rents. The ability to cap oil fires, as a specialized skill, is both
valuable and capable of supporting rents. But skills need not be unique.
With relatively scarce skills, a firm's supply curve would slope up, and
rents would obtain. Furthermore, even if there were many workers with
a particular skill, the analysis from Section I indicates that search costs
thin out the market.
Unskilled workers are not excluded from the model, but rents for these
workers are not predicted to be quantitatively important. The analysis
points to managers, professionals, scientists, and skilled technicians and
craftsmen as the workers on jobs with potentially important rents. As an
empirical guide, low turnover rates are likely to signal jobs with important
rents to be shared.
The rent-sharing model applies particularly well to markets for superstars. These markets match the best athletes to teams, actors and actresses
to parts, directors to scripts, vocalists to songs, musicians to orchestras,
and authors to publishing companies. Since my consumption of a performance does not exclude your consumption, the public good feature of
superstarmarkets supports large differencesin productivity values for small
differences in skills (Rosen 1981). For instance, the talents of one actress
can be ideally suited to a part in a particular film. Being a little better for
the part could be worth millions to the movie company, so even with
competition from parts in other films, rents of millions of dollars might
remain.
From this background, I turn to more detailed applications.To highlight
the model's more novel aspects, I investigate the effects of bargaining over
rents in three applications: union bargaining, interindustry wages differentials, and the relationship between pay and profit. Although the topics
are familiar, the rent-sharing model offers fresh perspectives and new insights.
Union Bargaining
Since union status is observableand almost certainlyrelated to bargaining
power, the application to union bargaining is natural. In standard models
of union bargaining, with monopoly or efficient contracting unions, workers bargain collectively to capture some of the difference between the value
of labor's average and marginal products at the competitive level of employment. So collective bargaining raises wages above a competitively determined productivity value at the expense of producer surplus.
The role of unions in bargaining for higher wages is different in the
rent-sharingmodel. Each worker is generally paid less than his productivity
value, so increasing bargaining power through unions pushes workers'
wages up toward their productivity values. Thus, unions in the rent-sharing
model attenuate monopsonistic exploitation of workers. This feature is
similar to union wage bargaining to prevent a labor market monopsonist
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from driving wages and employment down along the supply curve. However, the rent-sharing model extends this from collective bargaining to
individual bargaining.
Allowing workers to bargainseparatelylimits the role of the rent-sharing
union. In a first stage, the rent-sharing union bargains collectively over
the rules that govern subsequent bargaining between individuals workers
and employers. In setting the environment for individual bargaining, the
union improves its workers' bargaining position in their individual negotiations. This structurebroadly characterizesthe role of unions in sports,
where collective bargaining focuses on free agency and arbitration rather
than unionwide wages. Thus, modeling unions in negotiating the rules for
individual bargaining fills a gap in the literature.
In superstar markets with concentrated employers, collusion among
employers to suppress salaries is common (e.g., Quirk and Fort 1992).
Forming an employment cartel-via the reserve clause in a professional
sports league, or amateur status in collegiate athletic associations, or the
studio system in Hollywood-turns a fairly thick market with small rents
into a thin market with large rents. Competition among employers, which
would push wages up toward productivity values, is limited by reserve or
other "no tampering" clauses, which are enforced by cartel sanctions (e.g.,
blackballing). Without competition from within the profession, a star performer's best outside opportunity lies outside his specialty. This drives a
large wedge between a star's productivity value and his best alternative.
Since bargaining in these artificially created thin markets is typically done
at the individual level, the rent-sharing model applies.
In sports, the response to such employment cartels has been collective
bargaining. Counter to the approach of standard models of union bargaining, the sports union does not bargain a wage for its players. The
differencebetween the productivity value of a star athlete and a journeyman
player is too great to absorb the wage compression that characterizesmost
union wage structures. Heterogeneity precludes the standard solution, so
collective bargaining in professional sports is over the bargaining environment, such as the reserve clause, salary arbitration, free agency, compensation for lost free agents, and amateurdrafts. Each player is left to bargain
his own wage.
From the perspective of the rent-sharing model, forming the union improves the bargaining position of players and drives up pay.'2 Free agency

12 Hollywood's studio system, which tied actors, actresses, writers, and directors
to particular studios in the 1930s and 1940s, was not reformed by collective bargaining. (At the time, Hollywood was completely unionized by guilds, such as the
Screen Actors Guild.) In 1944 the California Supreme Court ruled that Warner
Brothers' long-term contract with Olivia De Haviland violated the state's antipeonage laws. As a substitute for collective bargaining, this ruling granted free
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promotes competition, which thickens the market and raises each player's
threat point; salary arbitrationimproves a player's bargaining power given
his threat point. The biggest gains are to star performers, as marginal
performers are paid close to their expected productivity values even under
the reserve clause (or studio system). Competition among players prevents
any player's pay from exceeding his expected productivity. This property
of rent-sharingunions sharply contrasts with the implications of traditional
models of union bargaining, in which the union's goal is to raise wages
above the competitively determined productivity value. In addition, rentsharingunions do not distort employment or turnoverdecisions. Again, this
efficiency property applies to neither the monopoly union model nor the
efficient contractingmodel in generalequilibrium(Layardand Nickell 1990).
The rent-sharing model captures individual salary negotiations within
collective bargaining agreements in professional sports as a response to
monopsonistic employment cartels. It also helps to explain the existence
of salary floors in these agreements. Marginal players have the least to gain
from collective bargaining in a rent-sharing union. To entice these players
to support the players union, they are paid off with salary floors as part
of the collective bargainingagreement. Since salary floors overpay marginal
players, an otherwise efficient rent-sharing equilibrium can be distorted.
Interindustry Wage Differentials
As many have recognized, differences in wages across industries for
workers with similar skills are inconsistent with the textbook competitive
model. Aside from temporary deviations from long-run equilibrium, or
unobserved differences in ability or attributesof jobs, industry wage effects
should not exist. The persistence of estimated interindustry wage differentials leads Krueger and Summers (1987, 1988) to reject the framework
of competitive labor markets in favor of rent sharing in a segmented labor
market. But rent sharing and segmented labor markets are not intrinsically
linked. How much of the interindustry wage structure is attributable to
efficient rent sharing?And how much reflects labor market segmentation?
The equilibrium model of rent sharing might account for interindustry
wage differentials if rents or bargaining power vary across industries. Suppose the importance of matching-supported by relative diversity of firms,
scarcity of skills, and costliness of search-varies across industries. Rents
are small in industries where firms and workers are fairly homogeneous.
Alternatively,in industrieswhere firms arediverse, workers have specialized
agency,which thickenedthe marketand drove up the pay of actors,actresses,
writers,anddirectors.By 1945,only about25%of screenactorsandactresses,18%
of screenwriters,and 33%of motionpicturedirectorsremainedunderlong-term
studiocontracts(Gomery1986,p. 10).
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skills and training,and searchis costly, there would be a bargaining-determinedpremiumto specializedskills.
Theseimplicationsaresupportedempirically.'3First,high-wageindustriestendto havelargefirms:the correlationbetweenindustrywageeffects
and establishmentsize is positive.Second, industrieswith low turnover
rates tend to pay higher wages: the correlationbetween industrywage
effects and averagejob tenurein the industryis positive.These are two
examplesof a broaderempiricaltheme:industrywage effectsare largely
attributable
to observablecharacteristics
of industries(e.g.,capitalintensity,
establishmentsize, accountingreturns,and unionization)and to characteristicsof their workforces(e.g., averageeducationand turnover),many
of which tie closely to thinness.And since thinness-relatedcharacteristics
of industriespersist,the modelcapturesthe strongregularitythatindustry
wage effectspersist.
From the perspectiveof efficient rent sharing,would industrywage
effectsfor second-shiftfloor sweepersmake sense?Not if the marketfor
sweeperswere thick. Thus, the rent-sharingmodel predictsthat industry
wage effectsvary by occupation.This is consistentwith the evidenceof
smallerindustrywage effects for blue-collarworkers.But a substantial
componentof industrywage effectsis commonacrossoccupations.If indeterminebargainingstrength,industrywageeffects
dustrycharacteristics
would have a componentthat is common acrossoccupations.
That applicationratestend to be higherin high-wageindustriesis also
consistentwith efficientrentsharing.In the model'ssimplestform,workers
applyto all jobs to discovertheirmost productivematches.So the search
extensionis importantfor capturinginterindustrypatternsin applications
data.The option value from searchsuggeststhat workerswould sample
high-payingindustries(andoccupations)to check whetherthey have the
skillsthatcommandthe wagepremia.(A workerwithoutsuchskillswould
receivea low wage offer and would escape to a higher-payingjob in a
"low wage"industry.)Thus, the searchextensionpredictsa positivecorrelationbetweenapplicationratesand industrywage effects,if the latter
are the productof efficientrent sharing.
Sincemoverstend to be marginalworkers,the rent-sharingmodel predicts zero or small industrywage effects for interindustrymovers.The
evidencepoints to smallerindustrywage effectsfor movers,but estimated
industrywage effectsfor moversarenot zero. Self-selectionis an issue.In
13 For the empirical regularitiesof interindustrywage differentials,I draw evidence
from Kruegerand Summers(1987, 1988), Dickens and Katz (1987a, 1987b),Murphy
and Topel (1987), Holzer, Katz, and Krueger (1991), and Bils and McLaughlin
(1993). Groshen (1991) documents similar regularities for establishmentwage differentials. Applying the rent-sharing model to establishment wage differentials is
similar.
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particular,even if industry wage effects vanished for interindustry movers,
cross-sectional industry wage effects could reflect firms sharing rents with
their inframarginal workers. However, jumps in pay from moving into
or out of an industry would not be consistent with efficient rent sharing.
To the extent these jumps in pay are empirically important and are
not attributable to interindustry differences in the attributes of jobs, the
evidence would point to labor market segmentation rather than efficient
rent sharing.'
Nevertheless, since the efficient rent-sharing model is broadly consistent
with the empirical regularitiesof interindustry wage differentials,two conclusions of Krueger and Summers (1987, pp. 43-44; 1988, p. 281) seem
premature.First, without segmented labor markets,important interindustry
wage differentials do not "create a prima facie case for the existence of
involuntary unemployment." Second, their policy proposal-subsidizing
high-wage industries-would distort an efficient equilibrium if the interindustry wage structure arises from efficient rent sharing.
Wages and Profits
In the short run, interindustrywage differentialscan reflect the influences
of product demand and technology shocks. But the standard competitive
model implies that wages in a firm are not related to the determinants of
its revenue: even short-run wage effects must be zero at the firm level.
Since the firm is a price taker in the labor market,fluctuations in its product
price or marginal productivity schedule generate only employment fluctuations. Although firm level co-movements of wages and profits (or other
measures of firm performance) are not consistent with a competitive labor
market, the rent-sharing model predicts such co-movements and retains
the main themes of the competitive model.
The efficient rent-sharing model implies that wages in a firm do depend
on the firm's performance. Since the firm's labor supply schedule slopes
up, variables that affect the value of marginal product schedule also affect
wages. Measures of firm performance, such as profits, are predicted to
covary positively with wages. And the strength of the relationship between
wages and profits should depend on the thinness of the market: where
firms are relatively diverse, skills relatively scarce, and search relatively
costly, the model predicts a strongerrelationshipbetween wages and profits.
Thus, the link between pay and profit is predicted to be stronger where
turnover rates are low.
14

Not all the evidenceis consistentwith equilibriumrent sharing.Why are
wagesso high in construction?The high turnoverratesin constructionsignal a
thickmarket,so industrywagesshouldreflecteitherthe usualcompetitiveforces
or unionism.Sinceestimatedindustrywage effectsare an increasingfunctionof
uniondensity,the relativesuccessof constructionunions-rather thanequilibrium
rentsharing-is the answer.
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These results apply to the literature on executive compensation, which
relates an executive's pay to the performanceof his firm. Team incentiveslinking individual pay to firm performance to motivate workers-are the
standardeconomic interpretation of executive compensation. But the rentsharing model also casts some light on the evidence. Since the market for
top executives is thin, the rent-sharingmodel predicts a positive relationship
between executive compensation and firm performance. And it helps to
explain why the relationship is stronger for chief executive officers (CEOs)
than for line workers and clerical staff: the labor market for CEOs is
thinner. The rent-sharingmodel also predicts a stronger link where workers
are more heterogeneous. Models of team incentives predict the opposite:
to deter adverse selection, the link between individual pay and firm performance must be weaker if workers are heterogeneous (McLaughlin 1993).
III. Conclusions
Imagine a social planner confronted with the seemingly simple job of
allocating 100 heterogeneous workers among 10 heterogeneous firms. To
determine where any one worker is valued most, the planner must know
where all the other workers are allocated. Add to this complication that
the planner is unlikely to know how the workers' diverse skills are valued
by each firm. Would a market help or hinder matters? Each firm knows
how to value its potential employees, but pricing in a thin market complicates the problem.
In this article, two great economic insights of this century are merged
to generate an efficient market solution to such a problem. Hayek (1945,
p. 521) articulated the important informational function of the pricing
system when individuals possess dispersed bits of incomplete knowledge
of the "particularcircumstancesof time and place." Coase (1937) recognized
that pricing is costly, so contractual relations can substitute for prices in
markets with frictions. My model of rent sharing reflects a mix of market
exchanges and contracts.
I introduce a simple self-enforcing contract that governs how wage offers
respond to productivity within the employment pair and outside wage
offers. Placed in the thin-market setting of heterogeneous firms and workers, these interrelated wage contracts generate an efficient allocation of
labor across firms. Thus, the model reminds us that market inefficiencies
are not the inevitable consequence of thinness. In addition, since the allocation of workers to firms is invariant to the distribution of bargaining
strength, the results support thin-market models that assume each worker's
wage equals his (expected) marginal product (e.g., Jovanovic 1979).
The distinctly neoclassical flavor of the model stems from allowing diverse skills to be transformed into units of labor that can be aggregated
across workers. With endogenous firm size, each firm appears as a distinct
labor market with a downward-sloping demand for, and an upward-sloping
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supply of, labor. Consequently, these results clarify and extend Buchanan
and Tollison's (1981) analysis of a firm facing a rising supply price of a
heterogeneous factor of production.
It will surprise no one that the model abstracts from many of the rich
features of the labor market. Despite the level of abstraction, the applications to union bargaining, interindustry wage differentials, and the relationship between pay and profit suggest that the model accounts for
many salient features of labor markets.

Appendix
Mutually Consistent Wage Offers
The purpose of this Appendix is to establish the existence of a unique
solution to (5), a system of J equations for each worker i. To do so, I
employ the contraction-mapping theorem, which also guarantees convergence.
The system of J equations (5) can be written as a single functional
equation for worker i. (The i subscript is suppressed throughout.) For j
E D = {1, ... , J}, the wage-offer function w(j) maps from D into the
nonnegative subset of the real line:

w: D c: R --).R(Al)
Consequently, the single functional equation is
w(j) = 13(j)M(j) + [1 - 3(j)] *min{M(j), f [v(j)]}
= (Tv)(j) for all JE D,

(A2)

where 13(j) E (0, 1], M(j) E [0, M], f[v(j)] = maxk#jv(k), and T is a
functional operator.
Let S = {w: D -* [0, M]} be the space of bounded functions w with
the sup norm as its metric. Note that, in equation (A2), T maps S into S.
In (A2), T: S -* S is a contraction mapping.
PROPOSITION.
Proof. By Blackwell (1965), it is sufficient to establish the following
two conditions.
1) Monotonicity.-w, v E S and w(j) < v(j) for all j E D implies that
(Tw)(j) ? (Tv)(j) for all j E D.
2) Discounting. -For w E S, acE R+, and some y E [0, 1), [T(w
+ a)](j) < (Tw)(j) + ya for all j E D.
Since w(j) < v(j) implies maxk#j w(k) < maXk#j v(k) for all j E D,
monotonicity is immediate:
(Tw)(j) - (Tv)(j) <
as min{M( j),f[w( j)]} < min{M( j),f[v( j)]}

(A3)
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For discounting,
[T(w + a)](j)

=
-

( j)M( j) + [1 - 3(j)] min {M( j),f [w(j) + a]}
13(j)M(j) + [1-13(j)] min{M( j),f[w( j)] + a}

<3(j)M(j) + [1- 3(j)] *min{M(j) + af[w(j)] +ca}

(A4)

< (j)M(j) + [1 - 3(j)] min{M(j),f[w(j)]}

+[1-13(j)].a
< (Tw)(j) + [1 - (j)] .a.
With j(j) E (O, 1], define y = 1 - max] j(j); thus, y E [0, 1). This
establishes the discounting condition. Therefore, T is a contraction
mapping. Q.E.D.
By the contraction-mapping theorem, there exists a unique function
w*: D -* R+ that solves the functional equation w(j) = (Tw)(j). In
addition, from any initial function w0 E S, the sequence wn+,(I)
= (Twn)(]j) converges to w*(j). For this application, convergence is
generally quick. One can show that convergence obtains in no more
than four rounds.
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